ADHC COMPLETES $23MM CRYPTOCURRENCY ACQUISITION
DEL MAR, CA (5-17-21)
Universal Wellness Holding Corp (OTC: "ADHC") confirmed today that the previously announced
cryptocurrency acquisition closed on Monday May 17th, 2021. All accounting, legal and regulatory issues
have been favorable addressed.
Based upon the closing price on Friday, May 14th ADHC agreed to purchase 21,637 (twenty one
thousand six hundred thirty seven) coins of crypto currency asset known as SUMCOIN (CRYPTO: "SUM")
valued at $23 mm.
These coins have been transferred to a custodial account for the benefit of ADHC in the SUMCOIN
cryptocurrency wallet www.SLICEWALLET.com
More information can be found at www.SumCoin.org
Due to the highly volatile nature of cryptocurrencies it is anticipated that the SUMCOIN value for
accounting purposes may significantly fluctuate as the market reflects the SUMCOIN index value.
The financial terms of this transaction required ADHC to issue a no interest convertible note with a
minimum conversion price of .05 (five cents) per share not to be exercised for one year subsequent to
the closing of this transaction.
ABOUT SUMCOIN
SUMCOIN is a cryptographic blockchain using scrypt proof-of-work algorithm. SUMCOIN tracks all coins
in real time and its price is an aggregate or “SUM” of all top 100 coins most valuable coins by market
capitalization. It is for those who want to gain maximum exposure to the crypto space but may only
want to hold one coin for simplicity, which can reduce risk factors.
Currently SUMCOIN is listed on a limited number of exchanges where investors can conduct
transactions. It is anticipated that in the future a wider adoption of the coin in more established
exchanges shall providing a pathway to liquidity. Liquidity will be achieved via exchanging SUMCOIN
with other ALTCOINS, BITCOINS OR FIAT CURRENCY as these market warrants.
Many industry analysts have predicted a positive future price for the SUMCOIN index.
SEE: https://walletinvestor.com/forecast/sumcoin-prediction
THE CRYPTOCURRENCY MARKET
The Cryptocurrency Market lead by a 38% Bitcoin; 18% ETHERIUM dominance representing over $2.2
trillion in market capitalization. The market consists of over 7299 cryptocurrencies traded on 470
Exchanges with a daily volume of over $304 billion. (see www.Coingecko.com)
ADHC OPERATING BUSINESSESCryptoCurrencyBusinessNow.com was recently unveiled fully operational
as ADHC cryptocurrency news and information news portal.

The recently revamped site in the Cannabis sector www.CannaBusinessNow.com (CBN) has seen a major
spike in traffic since its initial launch. The traffic continues to rise and was up over 1100% last week
generating over 10,000 users per month. The company plans on continuing the momentum by
producing content that directly impacts those who are seeking a trusted online source while searching
for the latest breakthroughs in modern CBD health and wellness.
Bringing that same level of traffic and interest to the cryptocurrency business is the focus of
CryptoBusinessNow and the Company is seeking to engage top level trading platforms as advertisers and
partners driving traffic to these established sites.
ADHC will be issuing a complete shareholder update in the next few days fully detailing the revenue
model for both ecommerce platforms.
.
ABOUT UNIVERSAL WELLNESS HOLDING CORP (PREVIOUSLY NAME: AMERICAN DIVERSIFIED HOLDINGS
CORPORATION, (OTC: "ADHC") Twitter @univcrypto www.UniversalWellnesshc.com
Universal Wellness Holding has unveiled a new Ecommerce business on 4-7-2012
www.UniversalWellnesshc.com The company previously announced two Letters of Intent to acquire
leading companies in the CBD sector. Interested parties can refer to our previous news releases on
www.otcmarkets.com for more information on those companies as due diligence process continues.
Based upon latest information from www.otcmarkets.com Universal Wellness Holding Corp (OTC:
"ADHC") currently has:866 million shares outstanding 330 million shares in the float
Shareholders should be aware that Universal Wellness Holding Corporation (OTC: "ADHC") only
distributes information via www.otcmarkets.com news release section. No other prior news sources
including prior 8k filings or other prior news releases distributed through other news outlets should be
relied upon as official news from the company.
Universal Wellness Holding Corporation is not planning to reverse split the stock.
ABOUT Universal Wellness Holding Corp (0TC "ADHC") Universal Wellness Holding Corp (OTC: ADHC) is a
publicly traded holding company trading under the ticker symbol ("ADHC"). Until the new ticker and
name changed are approved information on ADHC can be found on otcmarkets.com under American
Diversified Holdings Corporation. ADHC NEW SHAREHOLDER COMMUNICATION LINE: 657-999-4225
Information contained herein includes forward-looking statements. These statements relate to future
events or future financial performance, involving known and unknown risks and uncertainties that may
cause our actual results to be materially different performance or achievements expressed. You should
not place undue reliance on these statements since they involve known and unknown risks, in some
cases, beyond our control may affect actual results. Any forward-looking statement reflects our current
views with respect to future events and is subject to uncertainties

